Theme D: Religion, peace and
Conflict
Religion, violence, terrorism and war
• The meaning and significance of: • peace • justice • forgiveness • reconciliation.
• Violence, including violent protest.
• Terrorism.
• Reasons for war, including greed, self-defence and retaliation.
• The just war theory, including the criteria for a just war.
• Holy war.
• Pacifism.
Religion and belief in 21st century conflict
• Religion and belief as a cause of war and violence in the contemporary world.
• Nuclear weapons, including nuclear deterrence.
• The use of weapons of mass destruction.
• Religion and peace-making in the contemporary world including the work of individuals
influenced by religious teaching.
• Religious responses to the victims of war including the work of one present day
religious organisation.

How to use this to make it stick!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Read through the information
Highlight the key information
Create a revision aid on it (flash card, mind
map, acronym, cheat sheet etc)
Test yourself on the revision aid (cover up
and say it out loud > cover up and write it
out)
Practice the past paper questions (without
the revision aid)
Review your answers with your revision aid
(add anything you missed out) and rate
your progress

Term

Meaning

Significance

Peace

The
opposite of
war;
harmony
between all
in society.

Many people believe they should work
for peace, sometimes for religious
reasons

The
absence of
violence
Justice

Bringing
fairness
back to a
situation.
Fairness,
bringing
about what
is right.

Christians think that God will bring
peace ‘nations will not take up sword
against nation’
Buddhists believe that peace comes
from within and violence can end with
creating a peaceful mind.
Many people believe that justice should
be done, though some feel mercy is
sometimes better.
Christians believe that God is the
ultimate judge and will being justice.
Buddhists think that war and creating
suffering doesn’t create a just world.

The meaning and significance of: peace; justice;
forgiveness; reconciliation
Term

Meaning

Significance

Forgiveness

Letting go of
blame against a
person for
wrongs they have
done; moving on.

Some believe they should
forgive others, not everyone
agrees.

Letting go of bad
feelings towards
someone who has
caused pain

Reconciliation

Making up
between two
groups/sides
after
disagreement
Being reunited in
a positive sense
with someone
who was
separated from
you.

Christians believe that
forgiveness is important.
Buddhists believe
forgiveness can be
developed through
meditation. It is better to
develop compassion for
someone rather than hatred
Many people work for
reconciliation of conflict,
though some feel this is not
possible.
Christians (Quakers) think
that this should be used to
prevent war.
Buddhist teachings stress
the importance of letting go
blame and resentment as
these contribute to creating
dukkha.

Violence and Terrorism
Protest: an expression of disapproval, often in a public
group
Violence: using actions that threaten or harm others
Terrorism: the unlawful use of violence, usually against
innocent civilians, to achieve a political goal
Term

Description

Christian
Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Violence
and
Violent
Protest

Wars can result
from injustices.
Some people
believe that
violent protest or
violence might be
the only way to
achieve a common
good, it is a
necessary evil.

• Teaches
against
violence as
Jesus said
‘Blessed are
the peace
markers’
• Christians
are told to
love their
enemies.
• Humans
have free
will and
where nonviolent
protest is
ignored,
violent
protest is
ignored,
violent
protest are
used for
good.

• Not
accepting of
violence
(not ahimsa
and causes
dukkha)
• Speaking
out about
injustice is
compassiona
tes (Right
action and
Right
Speech)
• Protesting
to achieve
what is
right is
acceptable
as long as
violence is
not used.

Term

Description

Christian
Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Terror
ism

Acts that are
intended to cause
death or serious
bodily harm to
civilians with the
purpose of
intimidating a
population or
compelling a
government or an
international
organisation.

• Most
Christians
are against
terrorism
and prefer
more
peaceful
ways of
resolving
issues
• ‘Do not kill’
• ‘Blessed are
the
peacekeepe
rs’
• ‘Love your
enemies and
pray for
them’

• Many
Buddhists
believe it is
important
to condemn
terrorism
because it
expresses
hatred.
• A Buddhist
response to
terrorism
should
express love
rather than
hatred.
Revenge and
retaliation
are no the
appropriate
answer
• No-one
should kill,
nor incite
others to do
so
• Goes
against the
1st precept ‘Do not
harm any
living thing’

Reasons FOR:
Terrorists often
claim they are:
• Fighting for God
• Fighting for social
injustice
• Fighting because
their wishes aren’t
heard any other
way.
Reasons AGAINST:
• Target innocent
people
• Murder is wrong
under all religious
law
• Their causes are
illegitimate

Reasons for War
Greed: selfish desire for something
Self defence: acting to prevent harm to yourself or others
Retaliation: deliberately harming someone as a response to them
harming you
Term

Description

Christian Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Greed

War is to gain
more land,
power or
resources.

• Do not support
this reason –
greed comes
from selfishness
– it is an
unjustifiable
reason for war.

Greed is one
of the Three
Poisons – it
keeps humans
bound to the
wheel of
samsara

Self
defence

If a country
or religion is
under attack
then it can be
seen as right/
correct to
defend your
country

• Wars are
described in the
Old Testament
which suggest
that war may be
necessary in
self-defence

• Do not agree
with war – it
leads to
more
problems
than it
solves.

Retaliati
on

Sometimes a
country will
be attacked
and it causes
retaliation.

• The teaching of
an eye for an
eye would
suggest it could
be acceptable
for some.
• Jesus teaches
love and
forgiveness

• Peaceful
negotiations
and
discussions
should be
used to
resolve
issues

Religion as a cause of war:
YES:
• Religious can be involved in war if two different countries with
different religions are in conflict
• Religious beliefs can divide people and violence can happen
• People can interpret religious teachings for their own
advantage meaning war can happen in the name of religion
NO:
• Religion can bring people together, solve crises and bring
peace
• True religious beliefs do not cause war – people cite religion as
a cause to increase their own power.
• Religion teaches about peace and forgiveness – most religions
are against violence and war

Test yourself
1) Which one of the following most accurately means a
violent protest?
A)Demonstration B) Riot C) Strike D) March (1mark)
2) Give two reasons why people go to war (2marks)
3) What are the six criteria’s for a ‘Just War’? (4marks)
4) Explain two religious beliefs about pacifism.
Refer to scriptures or sacred writings in your answer.
5) ‘Religious believers should never agree with using any
weapon of mass destruction in a war.’
Evaluate this statement. (12marks)
Based on my revisions and testing I need to focus on:

Just War and Holy War
Just War: A war which meets internationally accepted criteria
for fairness; follows traditional Christian rules for a Just War,
and is now accepted by all other religions.
Holy War: fighting for a religious cause or God, often inspired by
a religious leader
Term

Description

Christian Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Just War

Within some
religious
traditions
there are
guidelines on
the rules for
a legitimate
war.
They attempt
to control the
decision to go
to war and
how it is
fought –
making it just
or fair.

• Proposed by St
Augustine in the
13th Century.
The rules are
• Just cause –
must not be for
revenge
• Intention
• Resort (last) –
all other
methods have
been tried first
• Authority –
must be elected
by a government
• Success – have a
reasonable
chance of
winning
• S

• Does not
believe in
any war
• Goes against
the 1st
Precept of
harming
others
• Hatred does
not cease by
hatred,
hatred
ceases by
love

Term

Description

Christian Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Holy War

A war fought
for a religious
cause or God,
often
inspired by a
religious
leader

• Fought for God
or faith
• Must be the last
resort – the
enemy must
have the
opportunity to
make peace.
• Believers are
obligated to
fight.
• Must be
conducted fairly
– just treatment
of the enemy.
• Justice and
peace should be
restored.

• Does not
believe in
any war
• Goes against
the 1st
Precept of
harming
others
• Hatred does
not cease by
hatred,
hatred
ceases by
love

Test yourself

1) Which one of the following best expresses the religious ideal
that there should be no violence in the world?
A) Defence B) Justice C) Peace D) Terrorism (1mark)
2) Give two ways in which religious believers help victims of war.
(2Marks)
3) Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society
about weapons of mass destruction. (4Marks)
4) Explain two religious beliefs about forgiveness.
Refer to scripture or sacred writings in your answer.(5marks)
5) ‘War is never right.’
Evaluate this statement. (12 marks)

Based on my revisions and testing I need to focus on:

Nuclear War and Weapon of mass destruction
No religion supports the use of nuclear weapons, although some
religious believers do support nuclear deterrence (stockpiling
nuclear weapons to deter or prevent an enemy attack)
Weapons of mass destruction are biological and chemical
weapons which the production, stockpiling and use of these
weapons are illegal worldwide.
Term

Description

Christian Attitude

Buddhist Attitude

Nuclear
weapons

Work by a
nuclear
reaction.
They
devastate
huge areas
and kill
large
numbers of
people. For
example
the US
forces used
atom
(nuclear)
bombs on
the
Japanese
cities of
Nagasaki
and
Hiroshima
during the
second
world war
causing
Japan to
surrender

• Only God has
the right to end
life
• One of the Ten
commandments
‘You shall not
murder’
• Their use goes
against the
teachings of
Jesus.
• ‘any use of
nuclear weapons
violate the
sanctity of life
and principle of
dignity core to
our faith
traditions’
• Some Christian
see stockpiling
nuclear weapons
as a deterrent
to maintain
peace and
prevent attack

• Most Buddhists
believe nuclear
weapons should
be abolished, as
there is always a
risk they will be
used as long as
they exist.
• They also
believe the real
problem is not
the weapons but
the attitude of
human beings.
• ‘For peace, the
basic thing to do
is not to remove
nuclear weapons
but to remove
the fear, anger
and suspicion in
us.’

Term

Description

Christian
Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Weapons of
mass
destruction

Biological
weapons
that use
living
organisms to
cause
disease or
death.
Chemical
weapons
using
chemicals to
harm humans
and destroy
the natural
environment

• Weapons of
mass
destruction
kill huge
numbers of
innocent
civilians, so
their use can
never be
justified.

• Weapons of
mass
destruction
cause large
scale
suffering
and their use
goes against
the first
moral
precept,
which is to
abstain from
taking life

Pacifism and peace-making
Many pacifists and peacemakers believe it’s important to resist
oppression & injustice in non-violent ways, to help create a just &
equal world where conflict is not necessary
Term

Description

Christian
Attitude

Buddhist Attitude

Pacifism

The belief of
people who
refuse to take
part in war or
any form of
violence.
Pacifists
believe;
War and
violence can
rarely or never
be justified
• Prevention of
war by
promoting
peace and
justice
• Prayer and
meditation
can help
people be at
peace with
themselves
and others

• The
religious
Society of
Friends
(Quakers)
is a
Christian
denominatio
n that
strongly
supports
pacifism.
• Many
Christians
are not
pacifists
because
they
believe war
is
sometimes
necessary
in selfdefence,

• Buddhist
teachings
strongly
promote
pacifism and are
pacifists
because they
think war is
never justified.
• The first moral
precept teaches
that Buddhists
should not harm
or kill any living
thing
• The Buddha
taught
Buddhists should
try instead to
develop
compassion for
all beings and
that violence
should be
avoided.

Term

Descripti
on

Christian Attitude

Buddhist Attitude

Peacemaking

The
action of
trying to
establish
peace,
and a
peacema
ker is
someone
who
works to
establish
peace in
the world
or in a
certain
part of
it.

• Christian
pacifists follow
Jesus example
and teaching:
• ‘blessed are the
peacemakers, for
they shall be
called children of
God.’
• Mairhead
Corrigan and
Betty Williams –
A Catholic and
Protestant from
Northern Ireland
who formed the
‘Peace People’
organisation in
1976.
• Organised peace
marches and
other events
throughout the
UK to bring
Catholics and
Protestants
together to call
for peace
between both
sides in Northern
Ireland.
• Awarded the
1976 Nobel peace
prize

• Teaches that
peace comes from
within each
person, but
people also need
to work to
improve society
so it is easier to
develop this
sense of peace.
• To live in peace,
Buddhists must
try to create a
world that
favours peaceful
states of minds.
• Thich Nhat Hanh
• A Vietnamese
monk who
supports nonviolent protests
• Combines
meditative
practice with
non-violent
protests
• A pioneer of
engaged
Buddhism, which
aims to use the
Buddha's
teachings to
improve social
justice.

Religious responses to victims of war
Victims of war may include those directly involved in the fighting,
their families and dependants, and refugees whose homes, and
societies have been destroyed.
There are many organisations that offer help and care for victims
of war (such as Caritas and the Tzu Foundation). Christians and
Buddhists support organisations such as these.
Term

Description

Christian
Attitude

Buddhist
Attitude

Response
s to
Victims
of war

Charities help
provide shelter,
and supplies for
refugees to
those providing
medical and
psychological
care for
members of the
military

• Caritas is a
catholic
organisation
that helps the
poor and
promotes
justice
worldwide
• Inspired by
the teachings
of Jesus and
the Catholic
church
• Aims to
provide
practical help
to those
suffering
through
conflict
• In 2015
provided food
and shelter to
those fleeing
civil war in
Syria

• Tzu Chi
Foundation
was founded
in Taiwan
• Inspired by
the
Bodhisattva
goal to help
all beings
become free
from
suffering
• Runs
educational,
welfare,
health and
cultural
projects
• Opened a
clinic in
Istanbul to
help with the
medical
needs of
Syrian
refugees
• All
treatment is

Term

Description

Christian Attitude

Buddhist Attitude

Victims
of war

Those
directly
involved in
the
fighting,
their
families and
dependants,
and
refugees
whose
homes, and
societies
have been
destroyed.

• Christians
support such
organisations
because Jesus
taught people to
‘Love thy
neighbour as
yourself’
• In the parable of
the Good
Samaritan Jesus
taught that
everyone is
everybody else's
neighbour
regardless of
race, age,
gender, religion
or political
beliefs.

• Organisations
are supported
because
Buddhists
believe all
suffering should
be stopped.
• Many Buddhists
believe victims
of war need
psychological
help and spiritual
in addition to
basic necessities
required for
survival.
• Victims should be
encouraged to
develop
compassion
towards
aggressors, as
this not only
helps the victims
but helps the
aggressors to
change

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Words

Anti-war
Attitude that (a) war is wrong and should be protested/worked against.
Civil war
Armed conflict between factions within the same country.
Conflict
Dispute between sides, can be between individuals, groups or nations.
Conventional warfare
War fought using ‘ordinary’ weapons, ie those covered/sanctioned by the Geneva Conventions.
Forgiveness
Letting go of blame against a person for wrongs they have done; moving on.
Genocide
The killing of groups of/many people from a specific ethnic group, having targeted them for their ethnicity.
Guerrilla warfare
Form of warfare in which a small group fights in a non-regular manner against a Government and its forces.
Holy War
War sanctioned by God, used in Islam and Judaism; rules for such a war.
Humanitarian organisation
For example, Red Cross/Crescent; organisation which works to alleviate the suffering of those made victims by war (or natural disaster).
Justice
Bringing fairness back to a situation.
Just War
Set of rules for fighting a war in a way acceptable to God, used in Christianity and Sikhism.
Nuclear weapons/war
A weapon of mass destruction; war fought using such a weapon (none so far in world history).
Pacifism
Belief that all violence is wrong, which then affects all behaviours.
Peace
The opposite of war; harmony between all in society.
Protest
Making known one’s disagreement over something.
Reconciliation
Making up between two groups/sides after disagreement.
Retaliation
To pay someone back for their actions that have caused harm.
Terrorism
Use of violence and threats to intimidate others, usually Government; used for political purposes to build fear in the ordinary population and so
secure demands from Government.
War
Armed conflict between two or more sides.
Weapons of mass destruction
Weapons which are uncontrollable and cause indiscriminate damage, eg nuclear, chemical, biological.

Quotes and Scripture from Buddhism
Teaching
All beings love life and happiness. Taking yourself for comparison, you should
neither harm or kill, nor cause to harm or kill another being
However innumerable sentient beings are; I vow to save them

Source of Authority
Buddha

Bodhisattva vow

I believe that at every level of society, the key to a happier and more successful
world is the growth of compassion

HH The 14th Dalai Lama

Just as compassion is the wish that all sentient beings be free of suffering,
loving-kindness is the wish that all may enjoy happiness

HH The 14th Dalai Lama

I believe that not only should we keep our relationship with our other fellow human
beings very gentle and nonviolent, but it is also very important to extend that kind
of attitude to the natural environment

HH The 14th Dalai Lama

All tremble at violence; all fear death…one should not kill or cause to kill

Dhammapada 129

Whoever injures with violence creatures desiring happiness…he does not gain
happiness when he has passed away

Dhammapada 131

Even if thieves carve you limb from limb with a double-handed saw, if you make
your mind hostile you are not following my teaching.

Kamcupamasutta,
Majjhima-Nikkaya I: 28- 29

Whoever is not hostile among the hostile, at rest among those who are
violent….him I call a holy man

Dhammapada 406

By action, knowledge and Dhamma, by virtue and noble way of life – By these are
mortals purified, not by lineage or wealth

Majjhima Nikaya vol 3 /262

Quotes & scripture from Christianity
Teaching

Source of authority

Faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action is dead

James 2:17

Blessed are the merciful

Matthew 5:7

They will beat their swords into ploughshares

Isaiah 2:4

If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also

Matthew 5:39

The love of money is the root of all kinds of evil

1 Timothy 6:10

The purpose of all wars is peace

St Augustine

Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities

Romans 13:1

God's love is too great to be confined to any one side of a conflict or to any
one religion

Desmond Tutu

Love your neighbour as yourself

Mark 12:31

Without forgiveness, there's no future

Desmond Tutu

Revision Activities

Pick at least 2 tasks to work on now and
finish for homework.
Harder

Write your own
revision guide for
the unit.
Create a revision
poster for the unit.

Easier

Make 7 index cards
with cover the key
topic areas.

Create a model
answer for a 12 mark
question from the
textbook.
Write a 20 question
quiz for your pair on
the unit, then swap.
Create a glossary for
all the key words

Topic checklist
Religion, peace and conflict
Violent protest and terrorism
Reasons for war
Nuclear war and weapons of mass
destruction
The Just War
Holy war & religion as a cause of violence
Pacifism & Peace-making
Religious responses to victims of war

I know it

